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ABSTRACT
We propose a computational framework to learn stylisation pa�erns
from example drawings or writings, and then generate new trajec-
tories that possess similar stylistic qualities. We particularly focus
on the generation and stylisation of trajectories that are similar to
the ones that can be seen in calligraphy and gra�ti art. Our system
is able to extract and learn dynamic and visual qualities from a
small number of user de�ned examples which can be recorded with
a digitiser device, such as a tablet, mouse or motion capture sensors.
Our system is then able to transform new user drawn traces to be
kinematically and stylistically similar to the training examples. We
implement the system using a Recurrent Mixture Density Network
(RMDN) combined with a representation given by the parameters
of the Sigma Lognormal model, a physiologically plausible model
of movement that has been shown to closely reproduce the velocity
and trace of human handwriting gestures.
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1 INTRODUCTION
When writing or drawing, the pen or brush leaves a static mark
which is a record of the movement underlying its production. Each
such static trace inherits qualities directly due to the generating
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movement, and is further unique to each individual. �ere is cu-
mulating cognitive and neuroscienti�c evidence to suggest that,
as observers, humans implicitly (at a neural level) reconstruct a
movement when observing such traces on a canvas [34, 43]. Further-
more, while a given le�er may be wri�en with di�erent topological
structures — consider for example a lower case ”a” wri�en as a
cursive ”α” — and di�erent ordering of generative gestures, the
same topology and gesture ordering may themselves be executed
with a possibly in�nite number of variations. Such variations are
principally determined by the movement dynamics used in the pro-
duction of a le�er. In our study we will consider a particular model
of movement when writing as a powerful descriptor of various
stylisations when applied to a common topological structure of a
le�er form.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Stylisation of a user drawn trace and one-shot
learning. (a) An input trace drawn by a user (le�) and the
extracted virtual targets (right, in red). (b,c) We train two
DPP models, each on a single example (right). Each model
predicts new dynamic parameters for the user drawn trace
(a) to generate the trajectory on the le�.

We base our work on the Sigma Lognormal model which is recog-
nised as a physiologically plausible representation of the kinematics
of hand movements [37]. �is model facilitates the implementation
of a bi-level representation of a wri�en trace made of a structural
and a dynamic component. �e structural component de�nes the
overall spatial layout of the handwriting trace through a coarse
ordered sequence of targets. Such targets de�ne the aiming posi-
tion for a sequence of consecutive goal directed sub-movements
(aka movement primitives or strokes). �e dynamic component
determines the velocity, acceleration, timing and curvature of each
sub-movement, and produces a smooth trajectory that follows the
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spatial layout of the targets. By exploiting this bi-level representa-
tion, we train a type of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) that learns
correlations between the structure of a trace and the corresponding
parameters that control its �ne dynamic evolution (Fig. 1).

To learn these correlations, we use Recurrent Mixture Density Net-
works (RMDNs) with Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) architecture.
Recent developments have shown that such types of RNNs are ca-
pable of modelling complex sequential (or time-ordered) data such
as text [42], images [18], dance [8] and handwriting [17]. While
most existing approaches aim to minimise the use of ”hand-cra�ed
features”, we hypothesise that for our task it is bene�cial to formu-
late a mid-level mapping that exploits our knowledge of the speci�c
problem domain. Our rationale is that human handwriting (and
related artistic processes) results from the orchestration of a large
number of motor and neural subsystems, and that movement is ar-
guably planned using some form of higher level mapping, possibly
in the form of movement primitives which are then combined in
a syntactic manner similar to language [15]. As a result, for this
particular study, we seek a mapping that abstracts the complex task
of trajectory formation from the neural network, which is then le�
with focusing on the higher level task of movement planning.

In this paper, we demonstrate our approach on digitised traces,
which are recorded by a user with a pen-tablet or downloaded
from a large online gra�ti motion database (GML, [25]). We �rst
transform the input into an intermediate representation given by
the parameters of the Sigma Lognormal model [37]. Doing so
requires a preprocessing step which results in a representation that
is more concise (i.e. with low cardinality) and meaningful, such
that every representative locus is now a high level segment of the
trajectory when compared to an initial sequence of positions. Such
a representation is also resolution independent, and can easily be
manipulated prior and a�er training. For example, it is possible
to introduce random perturbations at the model parameter level,
which results in new samples that mimic the variability one might
observe when an artist draws the same form multiple times. We
exploit this capability to augment our training data and learn from
very small amounts of input data-sets — as small as a single training
example, as we will demonstrate (aka one-shot learning).

In the following, a�er summarising the background (§2), we
brie�y describe the Sigma Lognormal model, present the data pre-
processing step and the implemented RMDN model (§3); then we
propose various applications of the system, including learning hand-
writing representations from small datasets and mixing styles (§4).

2 BACKGROUND
Our study is grounded on a number of notions and principles that
have been observed in the general study of human movement as
well as in graphonomics, the handwriting synthesis and analysis sci-
enti�c �eld [24]. �e speed pro�le of aiming movements is typically
characterised by a “bell shape” that is variably skewed depending
on the speed [29]. Complex movements can be described by the
superimposition of a discrete number of “ballistic” units of motion,
which in turn can each be represented by the classic bell shaped
velocity pro�le and are o�en referred to as strokes. A number of
methods synthesise handwriting through the temporal superimpo-
sition of strokes, the velocity pro�le of which is modelled with a

variety of functions including sinusoidals [40], Beta functions [6],
and lognormals [35]. In our work we rely on a family of models
known as the Kinematic �eory of Rapid Human Movements, mainly
developed by R. Plamondon et al. in an extensive body of work since
the 90’s [35, 37]. �ey show that if we consider that a movement
is the result of the parallel and hierarchical interaction of a large
number of coupled linear systems, the impulse response of such a
system to a centrally generated command asymptotically converges
to a lognormal function. �is assumption is a�ractive from a mod-
elling perspective because it abstracts the high complexity of the
neuromuscular system in charge of generating movements with a
relatively simple mathematical model, which further provides state
of the art reconstruction of human velocity data [35, 39].

A number of methods have used neural inspired approaches for
the task of handwriting trajectory formation. With a preprocessing
step similar to ours, Ltaief et al. [28] use a neural network to learn
the mapping between the parameters of a handwriting model [6]
and the corresponding trajectory. �e network is then used instead
of the model as a trajectory generator. Nair and Hinton [30] use a
sequence of neural networks to learn the motion of two orthogonal
mass spring systems from images of handwri�en digits. �e au-
thors also propose that a motor representation can be exploited to
generate realistically augmented training sets by introducing noise
at the motor level. Plamondon and Privitera [38] use a Self Organis-
ing Map (SOM) to learn a sparse sequence of ballistic targets, which
is then used in conjunction with a Kinematic �eory model to gen-
erate trajectories. More recently, Graves [17] has demonstrated that
the LSTM RNN combined with MDNs and trained on a large online
dataset, are able to synthesise convincing handwriting sequences.
His method provides the basis for a number of extensions [20, 45].
In our contribution, we design an RNN architecture inspired by the
one studied by Graves together with a motor representation similar
to the one of Plamondon and Privitera [38], and with an original
goal of trajectory stylisation. While Graves works with a dense
sequence of points sampled at �xed frequency, our method oper-
ates on a sparse and concise representation, which provides more
�exibility and allows for meaningful manipulations that would be
di�cult to achieve otherwise. We demonstrate and discuss these in
the remainder of the paper.

In the computer graphics domain, a number of data driven meth-
ods have been proposed for the task of vector path stylisation (e.g.
[21, 26]). �ese method consider stylisation as a bi-level transfer
problem: given two sketches, generate a third one with the struc-
ture or ”content” of the �rst but with a style similar to the second.
Our approach is also organised to function via a bi-level mapping,
but focused on the motor level, such that we represent (i) ”con-
tent” with a coarse structural description of a drawn trace, and
(ii) ”style” with di�erent types of movements that follow the same
structure. In the work reported here, we approach the problem
with a data driven method, and learn such a bi-level mapping from
user provided examples. In a complementary line of work [3, 4], we
approach a similar problem from a procedural perspective, and use
optimal control to de�ne di�erent stylisations of a given geometric
structure.
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3 METHOD
Our intermediate representation relies on the Sigma Lognormal
(ΣΛ) model [35, 37], which generates trajectories that closely re-
semble the geometry [37] and kinematics [36, 39] of those made by
an experienced human writer. �e evolution of a pen-tip trajectory
is then described with the spatio-temporal superimposition of a
discrete number of ballistic strokes, where each consecutive stroke
is aimed at an imaginary position denoted as a virtual target. We
de�ne our bi-level representation with (i) the structural component
given by a sequence of virtual targets, and (ii) the dynamic com-
ponent given by a subset of the remaining ΣΛ parameters which
de�ne the �ne evolution of the trajectory and which we refer to as
dynamic parameters (Fig. 2).

�e input to the system is given by a discrete and temporally
ordered sequences of planar coordinates which are recorded with a
digitizer device, such as a tablet or mouse. As a preliminary step,
we preprocess this input data and reconstruct it in the form of ΣΛ
model parameters (§3.2). We then use this representation to train an
RMDN model that learns to predicts the dynamic parameters corre-
sponding to a given sequence of virtual targets (Dynamic Parameter
Prediction or DPP, §3.4). In order to train on small datasets, we
augment the preprocessed data by introducing arti�cial variability
at the ΣΛ parameter level. In the following sections we describe
the steps that constitute our system and then demonstrate its use
case with a number of examples (§4).

3.1 Sigma lognormal model
(a) (b) (c) (d)

Time

Sp
ee

d

Figure 2: A sequence of virtual targets and the correspond-
ing ΣΛ trajectory. (a) Virtual targets and corresponding
stroke aiming directions. (b) Corresponding circular arcs.
(c) Possible trajectory generated over the given sequence of
virtual targets. While the generated trajectory appears visu-
ally similar to an interpolating spline, it further describes a
smooth and physiologically plausible velocity pro�le (d).

�e ΣΛ model explicitly describes the velocity pro�le of a stroke
with a 3 parameter lognormal function:

Λi (t ) = −
1

σi
√

2π (t − t0i )
exp

(
(ln(t − t0i ) − µi )2

2σi 2

)
, (1)

where t0i de�nes the activation time of a stroke and the parameters
µi and σi determine the shape of the lognormal function. A detailed
discussion of the biological interpretation of these parameters is
presented by Plamondon [35]. Assuming that curved handwriting
movements result from rotating the wrist, strokes are described by
circular arcs:

ϕi (t ) = θi + θi

[
1 + erf

(
ln(t − t0i ) − µi

σi
√

2

)]
, (2)

where θi is the central angle of the arc for the ith stroke. A complete
trajectory with m strokes is de�ned with an initial position v0
followed by a sequence of virtual targets {vi }i=mi=1 , where a trajectory
with m virtual targets will be characterised by m − 1 circular arc
strokes. �e trace can be then integrated with:

ξ (t ) = v1 +
∫ t

0
dτΛi (τ )

m−1∑
i=1

Φi (τ ) (vi+1 −vi ), (3)

where Φi (t ) =

[
h(θi )cosϕi (t ) −h(θi )sinϕi (t )
h(θi )sinϕi (t ) −h(θi )cosϕi (t )

]
, (4)

and h(θi ) =



2θi
2sinθi if |sinθi | > 0,
1 otherwise,

(5)

which scales the extent of the stroke based on the ratio between
the perimeter and the chord length of a circular arc.
Explicit asymmetry parameterisation. In order to facilitate
the precise speci�cation of timing and pro�le of each stroke, we
explicitly de�ne the structure of each lognormal pro�le through its
duration Ti , a skewness parameter Aci and a time o�set ∆ti with
respect to the onset of the preceding stroke. �e corresponding ΣΛ
parameters {

t0i , µi ,σi
} are then obtained as:

σi =
√
− log(1 −Aci ), µi = 3σi − log(−1 + e6σi

Ti
), (6)

t0i = t1i − e
µ−3σ , t1i = t1(i−1) + di−1∆ti , t1(0) = 0, (7)

where t1i is the onset time of the lognormal stroke pro�le.
Dynamic parameters. In our method, we use the pairs (∆ti ,Θi )
as the dynamic parameters that are mapped to a corresponding
sequence of virtual targets. We keep the remaining parameters Aci
andTi (or accordingly µi ,σi ) �xed to prede�ned values (experimen-
tally set to 0.1 and 0.3). While this is a simplifying assumption,
these parameters mostly determine temporal properties of the writ-
ing motion, and thus do not produce a strong e�ect on the shape
of the resulting trajectory.

3.2 Preprocessing
A number of methods have been developed by Plamondon et al. in
order to reconstruct ΣΛ-model parameters from digitised pen input
data [13, 31, 37]. �ese methods provide the ideal reconstruction
of model parameters, given a high resolution digitised pen trace.
While such methods are superior for handwriting analysis and
biometric purposes, we opt for a less precise method [5] that is
less sensitive to sampling quality and is aimed at generating virtual
target sequences that remain perceptually similar to the original
trace. We purposely choose to ignore the original dynamics of the
input, and base the method on a geometric trace only. �is is done
in order to work with training sequences that are independent of
sampling rate. Our method operates on an uniformly sampled input
trace p[k], where the sampling distance depends on the maximum
extent of the trace’s bounding box. As an initial step (i) the trace is
segmented in correspondence with perceptually salient input key
points: i.e. loci of curvature extrema modulated by neighbouring
contour segments [5]. �e key points de�ne the number of strokes
in the ΣΛ trajectory and provide an initial estimate of virtual target
positions. We then (ii) �t a circular arc to each segment in order to
estimate the θi parameters and (iii) estimate the ∆t0i parameters
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by analysing the trace curvature in the region of each key point.
Finally, (iv) we iteratively adjust the virtual target positions to
minimise the error between the original trajectory and the one
generated by the corresponding ΣΛ parameters. In the following
paragraphs we describe the steps in more detail.
(i) Estimating input key-points. To compute salient points along
the input trace we rely on a method described by Fedman and Singh
[12] and supported experimentally by De Winter et al. [10]. We
then �nd local maxima in the signal:

s[k] = 1 − cos(θ[k]), (8)
where θ[k] is the turning angle of the kth sample of the input,
convolved with a Hanning window of size 40 to smooth noise in the
input. �e �rst and last sample indices of s[k] plus its local maxima
results inm key-point indices {ẑi } with coordinates {

p [ẑi ]
}.

(ii) Estimating stroke curvature parameters. For each section
of the input trace de�ned between two consecutive key-points, we
estimate the corresponding stroke curvature parameter θi by �rst
computing a least square �t of a circle to the trace segment (Fig. 3).
We then compute the internal angle of the arc supported between
the two key-points, which is equal to 2θi .

Figure 3: Fitting arcs (and associated circles as dotted lines).

(iii) Estimating stroke time-overlap parameters. �is step is
based on the observation that smaller values of ∆t0i , i.e. a greater
time overlap between strokes, result in smoother trajectories. On
the contrary, a su�ciently large value of ∆t0i will result in a sharp
corner in proximity of the corresponding virtual target. We exploit
this property to compute an estimate of the ∆t0i parameters by
examining the sharpness of the input trace in the neighbourhood
of each key-point. To do so we consider the previously computed
signal s[k] (8), in which we can observe that sharp corners corre-
spond with sharp signal peaks, while smoother corners correspond
with smooth peaks having a larger spread. By treating the signal
as a probability density function, we can then employ a variant
of Expectation Maximisation (EM) [11] to measure the shape of
each peak with a mixture of parametric distributions (Fig. 4) — the
reader is referred to recent work by Berio et al. [2] for additional
details on the EM variant. We then examine the shape of each mix-
ture component in order to get an estimate of the corresponding
sharpness along the input trace. We further generate an estimate of
sharpness λi (bounded in the [0, 1] range) for each key point using
a logarithmic function of the mixture parameters and weights. �e
corresponding ∆t0i parameters are then given by:

∆t i = ∆tmin + (∆tmax − ∆tmin )λi , (9)
where ∆tmin and ∆tmax are user speci�ed parameters that deter-
mine the range of the ∆t0i estimates. For the sharpness estimation
function we currently use a mixture of Gaussians and empirically
de�ned thresholds for the estimation λi . While this gives satisfac-
tory results for our use-case, further studies are needed to limit

Figure 4: Sharpness estimation. Le�, the GMM components
(coloured) estimated from the turning angle signal (black)
computed with Eq. (8). Right, the ΣΛ trajectory generated
before the �nal iterative adjustment step. Note that at this
stage the virtual target positions correspond with the esti-
mated input key-points.

the number of free parameters for this step. In future work we
plan to test di�erent types of distributions, such as generalised
Gaussians, to learn the mapping between sharpness and mixture
component parameters from synthetically samples generated with
the ΣΛ model, for which ∆t0i , and consequently λi , are known.
(iv) Iteratively estimating virtual target positions. �e loci
of the input key-points provide an initial estimate for a sequence
of virtual targets, where each virtual target position is given by
vi = p[ẑi ]. Due to the trajectory-smoothing e�ect produced by
the time overlaps, the initial estimate will result in a generated
trajectory that is likely to have a reduced scale with respect to
the input we wish to reconstruct [44]. In order to produce a more
accurate reconstruction we compute an estimate ofm output key-
points {ξ (zi )} in the generated trajectory, where z2, ..., zm are the
time occurrences at which the in�uence of one stroke exceeds the
previous. �ese will also correspond with salient points along the
trajectory (extrema of curvature) and can simply be computed by
�nding the time occurrence at which two consecutive lognormals
intersect. Similarly to the input key-point case, ξ (z1) and ξ (zm )
respectively denote the �rst and last points of the generated trajec-
tory. We then iteratively adjust the virtual target positions in order

final

initial

Figure 5: Final trajectory reconstruction step. Le�, iterative
adjustment of virtual target positions. Right, the �nal trajec-
tory generated with the reconstructed dynamic parameters.

to move each generated key-point ξ (zi ) towards the corresponding
input key-point p[ẑi ] with:

vi ← vi + p [ẑi ] − ξ (zi ) , (10)

�e iteration continues until the Mean Square Error (MSE) of the
distances between every pair p [ẑi ] and ξ (zi ) is less than an exper-
imentally set threshold or until a maximum number of iterations is
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(a) (b)

(c)

virtual targets

Figure 6: ΣΛ parameter reconstruction. (a) Original
(black) and reconstructed (turquoise) trajectories. (b) Recon-
structed virtual targets. (c) Aligned and scaled speed pro�les
of the original and reconstructed trajectories.

reached (Fig. 5). �is method usually converges to a good recon-
struction of the input within few iterations (experimentally < 5).
Interestingly, even though the dynamic information of the input is
discarded, the reconstructed velocity pro�le is typically similar to
the original in the number and outline of peaks (Fig. 6), which may
be related to the extensively studied relationships existing between
geometry and dynamics of movement trajectories [14].

3.3 Data augmentation
We can exploit the ΣΛ parameterisation to generate many varia-
tions over a single trajectory, which are visually consistent with the
original, and with a variability that is similar to the one that would
be seen in multiple instances of handwriting made by the same
writer (Fig. 7) [5, 13]. Given a dataset of n training samples, we
randomly perturb the virtual target positions and dynamic param-
eters of each sample np times, which results in a new augmented
dataset of size n+n×np where legibility and trajectory smoothness
is maintained across samples. �is would not be possible on the
original input dataset alone, as perturbations for each data-point
would eventually result in a noisy unrecognisable trajectory.

Figure 7: Data augmentation step.

3.4 Dynamic Parameter Prediction (DPP)
Given a sequence of virtual targets, we would like to predict the
corresponding dynamic parameters. We train a model to learn
the probability distribution of the dynamic parameters {∆t0i ,θi }
for the ith stroke, conditioned on the virtual targets and dynamic
parameters leading up to that stroke:

Pr(∆t0i ,θi | ∆v1:i ,u1:i ,∆t0(1:i−1) ,θ1:i−1), (11)

where ∆vi ∈ R2 denotes the relative position displacement (be-
tween the ith virtual target and the next), ui ∈ {0, 1} denotes the
pen-up state, and the subscript notation a : b denotes all indices
from a to b inclusive. Note that the distribution is conditioned

on the dynamic parameters of the previous stroke (∆t0i−1,θi−1).
Conceptually this represents a writer that knows their next virtual
target, is aware of the dynamic history of their movement so far,
and wants to know what dynamic parameters to use.

We also considered an alternative model conditioned only on
the virtual targets, independent of the previous dynamic parame-
ters, i.e. Pr(∆t0i ,θi | ∆v1:i ,u1:i ), which conceptually represents a
writer unaware of the dynamic history of their movement. In our
preliminary studies we found this model to not perform as well.

We implement our model using Recurrent Mixture Density Net-
works (RMDN) with the LSTM architecture. An MDN [7] models
and predicts the parameters of a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM),
i.e. a vector of means, covariances and mixture weights. An RMDN
[41] is a combination of an RNN with an MDN, and outputs a unique
set of GMM parameters at each timestep, allowing the probability
distribution to change with time as the input sequence develops.

dynamic paramers (kinematics/stylisation)

virtual targets (structure/geometry)

Figure 8: Network architecture with two recurrent hidden
layers. At each timestep i the network outputs the parame-
ters of a GMM which is sampled (denoted by ∼) and fed as
input at the next timestep.

At each timestep i , the input to the model is given by a vec-
tor xi ∈ R5 corresponding to [∆v>i ,ui ,∆t0(i−1) ,θi−1] where all
elements (except for ui ) are normalised to zero mean and unit stan-
dard deviation. Our desired output is zi ∈ R2 which consists of
the normalised dynamic parameters for the i’th stroke {∆t0i ,θi }
(Fig. 8). Since zi can be expressed as a bivariate GMM, we can
use a network architecture with output dimensions of 6K where
K represents the number of Gaussians. �is results in an output
vector [µ̂i ∈ R2K , σ̂i ∈ R2K , ρ̂i ∈ RK , π̂i ∈ RK ] which we use to
calculate the parameters of the GMM with (a�er Graves [17]):

µki = µ̂
k
i : means for k’th Gaussian, µki ∈ R

2,

σki = exp(σ̂ki ) : standard deviations for k’th Gaussian, σki ∈ R
2,

ρki = tanh(ρ̂ki ) : correlations for k’th Gaussian, ρki ∈ (−1, 1),

πki = so�max(π̂ki ) : mix weight for k’th Gaussian ,
K∑
k

πki = 1.

(12)

We then formulate the probability of dynamic parameters yi at
timestep i , given input vector xi as:
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Pi (yi | xi ) =
K∑
k

πki N (yi | µ
k
i ,σ

k
i , ρ

k
i ). (13)

We e�ciently compute the bivariate Gaussian without requiring
matrix inversions by exploiting its closed form solution [17]. As
our training objective, we use the Maximum Likelihood, minimising
the Negative Log Likelihood (also known as Hamiltonian or surprisal
[27]). Given a training set of input-target pairs (x , ŷ), we de�ne
the loss for a single training example with:

Js = −
L∑
i

ln Pi (ŷ | x ), (14)

where L is the length of the sequence. �e total loss is given by
summing Js over all training examples. We use a form of Truncated
Backpropagation �rough Time (BPTT) [42] whereby we segment
long sequences into overlapping segments of maximum length L.
In this case long-term dependencies greater than length L are lost,
however with enough overlap the network can e�ectively learn
a sliding window of L timesteps. We shu�e our training data and
reset the internal state a�er each sequence. We empirically found
an overlap factor of 50% to perform well, though further studies are
needed to con�rm the sensitivity of this choice. We use dynamic
unrolling of the RNN, whereby the number of timesteps to unroll
to is not set at compile time, in the architecture of the network,
but unrolled dynamically while training, allowing variable length
sequences. We train using the Adam optimizer [9] with the recom-
mended hyperparameters. To prevent exploding gradients we clip
these using the L2 norm as described by Pascanu et al. [32] and
experimentally set the threshold.

We use LSTM networks [22] with input, output and forget gates
[16], and dropout regularization [33]. We have employed both a grid
and a random search [1] on various hyperparameters in the ranges:
sequence length (5-128), number of hidden recurrent layers (1-3),
dimensions per hidden layer (64-1024), number of Gaussians (5-20),
dropout keep probability (50%-95%) and peepholes {with, without}.
We experimentally se�led on an architecture of 2 recurrent layers,
each with size 400, 20 Gaussians, dropout keep probability of 90%
and no peepholes.

4 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Given a sequence of virtual targets, the DPP model (§3.4) is used to
produce di�erent stylisations. �e virtual targets can either be (i)
directly de�ned by a user, (ii) reconstructed from an input path, or
(iii) procedurally generated.

4.1 User de�ned virtual targets.
In this application of the system, a user can quickly sketch trajecto-
ries by interactively de�ning a sparse sequence of virtual targets.
�e system will then predict various smooth trajectories, the styli-
sation of which varies according to the dynamic parameters learned
from a given training set. While the training procedure is performed
o�ine, usually taking a few hours on a typical GPU, sampling the
trained model runs at interactive rates. As a result, the user is
able to view the results and interact in real time, for example by

+

+

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 9: Dynamic parameters generated over user speci-
�ed virtual targets (in red), using two separate models, each
trained on a single example (with data augmentation x8000).
Each row shows: (a) the training example, (b) the user pro-
vided virtual targets and (c) the trajectory predicted by the
corresponding model. Training examples: top row is from
the GML database, bottom row was drawn using a tablet.

dragging the virtual targets around with a mouse, and seeing the
�nal smooth trajectory update instantaneously with desired styles.
One-shot learning. �e training set can contain one or more
examples of target styles. As mentioned previously, we can use
data augmentation to train a DPP model on as few as a single initial
training example, aka one-shot learning, and the model is able to
consistently predict dynamic parameters in that style (Fig. 9).
Priming We also train a DPP model on a data-set that contains
multiple styles. In this case we can control the stylisation by priming
the model with the speci�c training example corresponding to the
desired style (Fig. 10). Priming [17] is achieved by �rst feeding
the model a training example with the desired style, before feeding
it the virtual targets which we wish to make a prediction on. We
observe that a shorter sequence length (e.g. 15) is su�cient for
models trained on a single style example. However, for models
trained on multiple styles, it is necessary to use a longer sequence
length (e.g. 64) to help it “remember” the primed style across more
virtual targets.

Figure 10: Dynamic parameters generated over user speci-
�ed virtual targets (in red) using a single model trained on
4 examples (with data augmentation x2000). Each trajectory
has been generated by priming the network with the corre-
sponding example. Training examples: top row are from the
GML database, bottom row were drawn using a tablet.

Because the model predicts parameters by stochastically sam-
pling a learned distribution, di�erent predictions and consequent
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variations of the generated trajectory can be achieved by choosing
di�erent seeds for the pseudo-random number generator (Fig. 11).

Figure 11: Variations generated by varying the randomnum-
ber generator seed prior to sampling.

4.2 Trajectory stylisation.
We are also able to apply these methods to input paths previously
drawn by a user or taken from an existing online dataset. Given such
an input path, �rst we use our ΣΛ parameter reconstruction method
to extract a series of virtual targets and corresponding dynamic
parameters that reconstruct the input path. We then discard the
reconstructed dynamic parameters and replace them with the ones
predicted by the same DPP models we used in the previous examples.
�e result is an output that is structurally similar to the original
path, but possesses the dynamic and geometric features of another.

+

Figure 12: Less satisfactory case for the stylisation of a com-
plex tag. Le�: user drawn trace to be stylised, Middle: train-
ing example, Right: Output of the model, applying the style
of the training example to the user drawn trace.

Figure 13: Stylisation on longer sequences. Top: a sequence
from the IAM dataset [23]. Middle: single user-speci�ced
sample used to train a DPP model. Bottom: �nal output.

We test the method with a simple sequence of le�ers drawn by a
user with a tablet and observe that, depending on the example used
to prime the network, the method produces clearly di�erent and
readable stylisations of the input (Fig. 1). On the other hand, the
quality of the results strongly depends on the structural complexity
of the input and on the perceptual similarity of the reconstructed

virtual target sequence to the input path. In fact, with a more
complex example, the original readability of the input may be lost
and the quality of the resulting stylisation is not satisfactory, or in
general di�cult to evaluate qualitatively (Fig. 12). We also try this
method on longer sequences of user-drawn traces such as those
found in the IAM dataset [23] (Fig. 13).

4.3 Fully generative traces
Finally, we explore the application of our method in a generative
pipeline in which a model learns and generates virtual target se-
quences, while the �nal trajectory and di�erent stylisations are
determined by the DPP model itself. For this task, we train a Virtual
Target Prediction (VTP) model, which builds from the handwriting
prediction model originally developed by Graves [17]. However,
our VTP model implementation operates on sparse sequences of
virtual targets rather than dense raw point sequences. Due to this
sparsity, it is then possible to augment the input in a coherent man-
ner by perturbing the virtual targets positions with random o�sets
relative to the sequence extent. As a result, we can also train the
model from a very small number of samples.

�e process is as follows: training is performed on a �rst VTP
model from virtual target sequences extracted from a small number
of user made gra�ti examples (e.g. between 1 and 4); we then
use these models in combination to generate new virtual target
sequences and pa�erns that are similar to the ones given in the
training set. By priming the VTP model with a desired virtual
target style example, and priming the DPP model with a desired
dynamic-parameter style example (as in Fig. 10), it is then possible
to control and mix the overall style of the generated trace (Fig. 14).
�is process can also be directly used with large input datasets; e.g.
we have trained VTP models on larger numbers of targets extracted
from the IAM online handwriting dataset [23] (as originally used
by Graves [17]).

Figure 14: Generating asemic gra�ti. One network predicts
sequences of virtual targets based on a small number of ex-
amples given by a user. Our DPP models are then used to
predict the dynamics, resulting in di�erent stylizations.

5 CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated how an RNN-based architecture combined
with a physiologically plausible model of human movement, the
Sigma Lognormal (ΣΛ), can be used to implement a data driven
path stylisation system. Our method functions similarly to existing
path stylisation methods used in computer graphics applications
(e.g. [21, 26]). However, we propose a movement based approach
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to stylisation, in which di�erent styles are given by kinematic vari-
ations over a common structure of a hand drawn or wri�en trace.
We argue that using a physiologically plausible model of movement
as a feature representation then provides a number of advantages
with respect to polygonal (point sequence), or spline/interpolation
based approaches. For example, the output of our method re�ects a
realistic and natural movement which can be used to (i) produce
more expressive renderings of the trajectories by generating re-
alistic stroke animations or (ii) drive the natural motions of an
animated character or robotic drawing device. Furthermore, the
variation of model parameters can be used (as demonstrated) to
augment training data, but also to generate realistic variations in
the generated outputs.

Our method currently relies on an accurate reconstruction of
the input in the preprocessing step. Improvements should target
especially parts that depend on user tuned parameters, such as the
identi�cation of salient points along the input trace (which requires
a �nal peak detection pass), and measuring the sharpness of the
input in correspondence with salient points.

�e reported work provides a solid basis for a number of di�erent
future research avenues. As an example, we hypothesize that a sim-
ilar feature representation and architecture can be used to achieve
handwriting synthesis results equivalent to the ones demonstrated
by Graves [17], with the additional bene�ts of resolution indepen-
dence and the possibility of training on a much reduced dataset size,
even achieving satisfying results with one-shot learning situations.
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